
Community Workshop 
Residents’ Deal; 
Developing a code 
of conduct�

How can we look out for one another during 
the Town Centre Regeneration?

As the proposals for the Town Centre 
regeneration develop, the community have 
told Helen, our independent advisor, that 
they want to make sure people are looked 
after throughout the changes.

Helen is running two workshops because she 
wants to know more about the behaviour 
you would expect to see from everyone 
involved in the regeneration. 

She’d love you to come and talk to her 
about what should go in to a code of 
conduct which describes the behaviour 
expected of everyone involved in the 
regeneration proposals 

This is a chance to talk about how you want 
people to behave and how she might make 
that part of the Residents’ Deal

If you can’t stay for the full session then just 
drop in and join in for as long as you can ...  

Turn over for details of 
the second workshop!

When and where?

Tuesday 6th November  
6pm - 8pm

Wednesday 7th November  
12.30pm – 2.30pm 

Lower Falinge Community Base, 
238 Newstead, Lower Falinge

college
lower

bank &
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collegebankandlowerfalinge.org.uk



When and where?

Tuesday 4th December  
6pm - 8pm

Wednesday 5th December  
12.30pm – 2.30pm 

Lower Falinge Community Base, 
238 Newstead, Lower Falinge

Community Workshop 
Residents’ Deal; 
community facilities�

What have we got and what do we need?

Our independent advisor Helen would like to find out what the community would 
like to see in the future in terms of facilities and activities going on in the area.

It’s things like whether there are groups that already exist in College Bank or 
Lower Falinge that just need supporting!

Whether there are things people want to do but have currently have nowhere or 
no way to do them! 

She wants to know about everything that is in fact good about your 
neighbourhood and the details of the positive things that are happening!

This is a chance to talk to Helen and make sure your views and ideas are heard …
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